Top Performer
with a Twist

FUJITSU Tablet LIFEBOOK T938

Productivity at the point of need
More than ever, the point of need for productivity can be anywhere – from coffee shop to
construction site, clinic to conference room. With the right mobile technologies, enterprises can
reach out to a new talent pool of highly mobile, flexible professionals, and give people greater
choice in how and where they work while raising their own business productivity at the same time.
Flexible tablet notebooks have a vital role to play in mobile working styles. With the FUJITSU
Tablet LIFEBOOK T938, your clients can combine the flexibility of a tablet with the power of
a notebook. Its enterprise-grade security and take-anywhere slim lines enable people to be
productive wherever they want and need to be – and not just when their device will allow.
Discover more at: www.fujitsu.com/lifebook-T938

Powered by Intel® Core™ i7 processor.
8th Gen Intel® Core™ processors:
Designed for what’s coming next

Powered by Intel® Core™ i7 processor.
8th Gen Intel® Core™ processors:
Designed for what’s coming next

Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro.

Designed around people

Fujitsu has designed the LIFEBOOK T938 around the people who’ll most likely be using it: the collaborators who move from
meeting to desk and conference room all day, for instance, or the on-the-go professionals who need access to business
intelligence at any location. The LIFEBOOK T938 is equipped for the challenge, wherever the working day may lead.

The collaborator

The on-the-go professional

■ 50% of time away from the desk,
attending meetings, in calls, etc.
■ Often shares a desk with others
■ LIFEBOOK T938 is perfect for the
collaborator’s presentations & reports

■ Over 70% of time spent traveling,
attending off-site meetings, etc.
■ Needs to be available and connected everywhere
■ Works flexibly between office, home and travel time

LIFEBOOK T938 in profile

Anytime availability: With optional 4G/
LTE (with GPS), WLAN, Bluetooth, fast
charging user-exchangeable battery,
users can be available anywhere

Flexible for any task: Tilt-and-swivel
33.8-cm display (13.3-inch) with a front
and new rear camera*, both 5 MP – for
impressive presentations, taking quick pics
and making video chats more interactive

Business-grade productivity: Productivityenhancing backlit keyboard, sharp Full HD
resolution and optional port replicator for
easy docking with office infrastructure

* Rear Camera cannot be combined with LTE module

Company information stays secure:
SmartCard reader, PalmSecure®, fingerprint
sensor, OPAL encrypted drives and
Trusted Platform Module (TPM)

Easy to work with: Input with dual
digitizer and pen, touch or keyboard

Tough and stylish: The magnesium
housing creates smart looks and
keeps pressure off internal parts

Over to you
The LIFEBOOK T938 is a superb way to equip the digital workspace of your clients with flexible technology that fits right in with new ways to be productive.
You can also impress with your service offering, blending your own expertise with the serviceability of the LIFEBOOK T938 to offer your clients on-premise
upgrade and service.

Find out more:
→ To discover more about how to amaze your enterprise clients with new digital mobility from Fujitsu, visit www.fujitsu.com/lifebook-T938
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